
 

Obsidian FREEDOM 
 

Product type:  Premium High-Contrast Seamless ALR Front Projection Screen 

Available Aspect Ratios:  16:9, 16:10, 4:3, 21:9, 2.39:1 

Available Sizes:  90 – 130” diagonal [maximum: h: 54” x w: 120”] 

Mounting Options: Flat or Curved: Fixed Rigid Panel, Tensioned Fixed-Frame. 

Screen Weight: 26.4lb [12.0kg] for 110” 16:9 [54 x 96”] 

Product Description:  Utilizing an alternative Nanofilter Technology, Obsidian FREEDOM seamlessly provides 

unprecedented ambient light rejection and enables vivid colours and deep blacks that would normally only 

be possible in a fully darkened home theater. 

Obsidian FREEDOM is designed to be flexible and without constraints, enabling ‘Obsidian Quality’ 

performance, but no longer with the limitation of what projectors can, or cannot be used. 

With the option for a curved display, you can achieve the absolute best contrast performance in home 

theater environments with an immersive environment thanks to the perfectly curved contour. 

Recommended applications:   Residential spaces, Livings Rooms, Open-Concept Spaces & Home Theaters 

where high-contrast performance is essential and you no longer wish to be limited by the ambient lighting 

conditions of your room. 

Recommended Projectors:  Obsidian FREEDOM is designed to be our most powerful, yet versatile screen 

material and as such is compatible with ANY projection technology available on the market; FREEDOM is the 

ideal choice if you wish to source your own projector, upgrade or reuse an existing one in your home theater. 

Technical Information:   Screen Gain 0.85 

Mounting method:  Obsidian screens are produced and delivered ‘Hang-Ready’ using a French Cleat 

mounting system which goes up in minutes; All mounting hardware is included. 

Framing: All Obsidian screens are supplied with a durable low-profile contrast trim, with the option to swap 

to a Tensioned Fixed-Frame system for easier installation and transportation through narrow spaces 

[Assembly Required]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn more @ www.ObsidianScreens.com 

 

For more information, Contact Us @ info@obsidianscreens.com



 

 

 

Obsidian FREEDOM 

EXPERIENCE COLOUR 

The world’s most effective… 

ALR Projection Screen Technology 

Learn more @ www.ObsidianScreens.com 


